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JOHN SMEATON ACADEMY ADMISSIONS POLICY 

 
1. ACADEMIC ADMISSIONS 2021-2022  
 
1.1 The number of places available at John Smeaton Academy in year 7 is 180.  

1.2  John Smeaton Academy operates within the statutory School Admissions Code. The 
academy’s admission arrangements include oversubscription criteria and other detailed 
information that explains how the academy manages this function.   

 
 

2. ALLOCATION OF PLACES  
 
2.1  If the number of applications does not exceed the number of places available, all 

applicants will be granted a place at John Smeaton academy.  

2.2  However, if there are more applications than available places, the following ‘tie-breaker’ 
criteria (Section 4) will be used to allocate places.  

2.3  Children with an Education Health and Care plan will be admitted to the academy if the 
academy is the named school. The number of available places in Year 7 will be reduced 
accordingly.  

 
 
3.  PRIORITY OF ADMISSION  
 
Priority One  
Looked after children and children who were previously looked after, but immediately after being 
looked after, became subject to adoption, a ‘child arrangements order’ or ‘special guardianship 
order’. These terms are fully defined in the School Admissions Code.  

Previously looked after children are those who were looked after but ceased to be so because 
they were adopted (under the terms of the Adoption and Children Act 2002) or became subject 
to a Child Arrangements Order or a Special Guardianship Order (both under the terms of the 
Children Act 1989), or who has been in state care outside of England and ceased to be so as 
a result of being adopted. 

Priority Two  
Pupils without an Educational Health and Care Plan, who have exceptional medical or mobility 
needs which realistically can only be met by the academy. All such applications must be 
supported by a specific form available from the local authority, completed by the parent with a 
supporting letter from a doctor/other professional who can evidence why this academy is 
needed over another school. This information would be put before a panel to consider the 
application under this priority.  

Priority Three  
Children with older siblings who will be at the academy at the start of the academic year. We 
can give priority for siblings only if they are living in the same house (see Note 1, 13.1).  



  

 
 

 

  

 

For the purposes of this policy, ‘sibling’ refers to a child who permanently or usually lives at the 
same address as:  
1. a brother and / or sister  
2. a stepbrother and / or stepsister (to include half-brother/sisters)  
and will be attending the preferred school at the point of entry.  

Priority Four  
Children for whom John Smeaton Academy is the ‘catchment’ high school for the address 
where they normally reside with a parent or person with parental responsibility (see Appendix 
A for details of defined catchment area).  

Priority Five  
Any other children.   
 
 
4. OVERSUBSCRIPTION WITHIN CRITERIA  
 
4.1  If there is an oversubscription within each criterion, remaining places will be allocated 

according to distance (see Notes 2 and 3, 13.2 and 13.3).  

4.2  The final tie-breaker will be the distance from the home address to the school building. 
This is a straight-line measurement from the centre of the house to the centre of the 
school building.  

4.3  Where the remaining place could be made for a number of children living equidistant 
from the school the determination of the place offered will be made by random allocation  

4.4  The random allocation will:  
I. be independently supervised by a representative of the Local Authority’s Legal and 
Governance Service  
II. take place on a date and time notified in advance to the participating parents so that 
they can attend as witnesses.  

 
 
5. John Smeaton Academy WILL NOT:  
 

• Take into account any previous schools attended;  

• Give extra priority to children whose parents ranked the school in a particular order 
(including ‘first preference first’ arrangements);  

• Introduce any new selection by ability;  

• Give priority based on financial support from the parents or request financial 
contributions;  

• Take account of reports from previous schools;  

• Discriminate against or disadvantage disabled children or those with SEN;  

• Interview parents or children;  

• Offer places on a “First Preference First” basis. John Smeaton Academy operates an 
Equal Preference system when determining the final school offer. This means that each 



  

 
 

 

  

 

of the preferences will be considered as equal preferences and oversubscription criteria 
applied to each preference irrespective of ranking. The ranking of the preferences is 
relevant only where the applicant is eligible for more than one school. In this case a place 
will be offered at the highest ranked school for which the child is eligible by the local 
authority.  

 
 
6.  NOTIFICATION AND ACCEPTANCE OF PLACES  
 
In accordance with the co-ordinated admissions policy, on 1st March each year the Local 
Authority will make a formal offer of a place to parents or carers on behalf of the academy.  
 
 
7. APPEALS PROCEDURE  

 
7.1  If your child is not offered a place at the academy you can appeal against the refusal. 

You should do this by contacting the local authority’s admissions department directly.  

7.2  The appeal will be heard by an Independent Appeals Panel. Parents will receive written 
notification of the date and time of their appeal hearing, which they can attend to explain 
their case. If they wish, parents may be accompanied by an adviser or friend. Following 
the appeal, the Clerk to the Appeal Panel will write to the parents with the decision. The 
panel’s decision is binding on all parties (the local authority, the academy and the 
applicant).  

7.3  The Academy will publish an admission appeal timetable on its website by 28 February 
each year.  

Withdrawal of a Place Offered  
The academy may withdraw an offer of a place where the offer is made in error, or the parent 
has not responded within a reasonable period, or the offer was made based on fraudulent or 
misleading information.  
 
 
8. WAITING LISTS  
 
8.1  The school operate a waiting list for each year group. Where the school receives more 

applications for places than there are places available, a waiting list will operate until 31 
December (year 7). This will be maintained by the local authority and it will be open to 
any parent to ask to his or her child’s name to be placed on the waiting list following an 
unsuccessful application.  

8.2  Children’s position on the waiting list will be determined solely in accordance with the 
oversubscription criteria. Where places become vacant, they will be allocated to children 
on the waiting list in accordance with the oversubscription criteria. The waiting list will be 
reordered in accordance with the oversubscription criteria whenever anyone is added to 
or leaves the waiting list.  

8.3  Criteria for updating and applying the waiting list for Year 7 admissions will those as 
outlined by the local authority in their booklet “Starting Secondary School in Leeds.”  



  

 
 

 

  

 

 
9.  ADMISSION OF CHILDREN OUTSIDE OF THEIR NORMAL YEAR GROUP  
 
9.1  In accordance with the School Admissions Code, parents may seek a place for their child 

outside of their normal age group, for example, if the child is gifted and talented or has 
experienced problems such as ill health. Such requests should be discussed with the 
principal of the academy as early as possible in the admissions round  

9.2  Decisions to admit a pupil outside of their normal age group will be based on the 
circumstances of each case and based on what is in the best interests of the child 
concerned.  

9.3  The academy will take into account the views of the parent/carer; information about the 
child’s academic, social and emotional development; where relevant, their medical 
history and the views of a medical professional; whether the child has previously been 
educated out of their normal age group; and whether they may naturally have fallen into 
a lower age group if it were not for being born prematurely.  

9.4  The academy will also take into account the views of the Principal of the academy when 
making their decision.  

 
 
10.  IN-YEAR APPLICATIONS  
 
The Academy co-ordinates all in year applications.  

10.1  Anyone can apply for a place at the school at any time by completing an In Year Common 
Preference Form.  

10.2  All in year applications must be made to the academy directly. The academy will notify 
the Local Authority of the application and its outcome.  

10.3  Where a family has moved into the area from abroad, another part of the country or city, 
and the child is affectively out of education, the application will be considered for an 
immediate start in the academy, if there is a place available.  

10.4  Where parents simply wish for their child to change schools, the application will be 
considered for the start of the following term.  

10.5  Where an in-year application is unsuccessful, a statutory right of appeal (as set out 
below) will apply.  

 
 
11.  STATUTORY RIGHT OF APPEAL  
 
11.1  Where unsuccessful in their application for a place at the Academy, parents have a 

statutory right of appeal against that decision. The appeal takes place before an 
independent admissions appeal panel and that panel’s decision is binding on the parties.  

11.2  Appeal panels must either uphold or dismiss an appeal and must not uphold an appeal 
subject to any specific conditions. A panel’s decision that a child shall be admitted to a 
school is binding.  



  

 
 

 

  

 

11.3  All notes and records of proceedings must be held by the school for a minimum of a 
year. Complaints about maladministration on the part of an appeal panel can be made 
to the Secretary of State, and appellants must be informed about the arrangements for 
making a complaint.  

11.4  Appeals by the parent or child with a statement of Special Educational Needs or an 
EHCP are considered by the First-tier Tribunal, not a school admission appeal panel.  

 
 
12.  FAIR ACCESS PROTOCOL  
 
As part of the co-ordinated admissions arrangements with the Local Authority, the academy 
may accept hard to place pupils onto the school roll from time to time in accordance with the 
In-Year Fair Access Protocol. These are special cases which fall outside of the boundaries of 
the academy’s Admission Policy.  
 
 
13.  OTHER INFORMATION RELEVANT TO THE ACADEMY’S ADMISSIONS 
 
13.1  Note 1 - Brothers and sisters must be living at the same address as the child for whom 

a place has been requested. This includes children living with the family (foster children 
and stepchildren are included). However, it does not include cousins or families sharing 
a house.  

 
13.2  Note 2 - A straight-line distance system is in operation and the distance is measured 

from the centre of the academy to the home address, as determined by the National 
Computer system used by Leeds City Council to run the school admissions system, 
currently this the Local Land and Property Gazetteer (LLPG.)  

 
13.3  Note 3 - For admission purposes, the home address is the child’s permanent address, 

where the child usually lives with their parent or carer. The address of a relative or 
childminder must not be given.  

 
13.4  For submissions of the preference form, the address given should be the one at the time 

of application. If you move after the deadline, the Admissions Team of the local authority 
must be informed. 

 
13.5  Children of UK service personnel (UK Armed Forces).  

The academy will accept a Unit postal address or quartering area address, accompanied 
by an official letter which includes a relocation date, when considering applications for a 
place against oversubscription criteria. The academy will not refuse such applications 
because the family does not currently live in the area as per the School Admissions 
Code.  

 
13.6  Children from overseas.  

Applications for children coming from overseas will be treated in accordance with Home 
Office rules for non-UK nationals. Further guidance can be found here: 
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/schools-admissions-applications-from-overseas-children .  

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/schools-admissions-applications-from-overseas-children


  

 
 

 

  

 

 
13.7 Children with challenging behaviour and those who have been excluded twice.  
John Smeaton Academy will not refuse to admit children in the normal admissions round on the 
basis of their poor behaviour elsewhere. However, where a child has been permanently 
excluded from two or more schools there is no need to comply with parental preference for a 
period of two years from the last exclusion. The twice excluded rule does not apply to children 
who were below compulsory school age at the time of the exclusion, children who have been 
re-instated following a permanent exclusion, and children with special educational needs 
statements or an EHCP.  
 
13.8  Secretary of State’s power of direction.  
Where a local authority considers that an academy will best meet the needs of any child, it can 
ask the academy to admit that child but has no power to direct it to do so. Whilst an agreement 
can usually be reached, the local authority can ask the Secretary of State to intervene. The 
Secretary of State has the power under an academy’s funding agreement to direct the academy 
to admit a child.  
 
  



  

 
 

 

  

 

APPENDIX A – JOHN SMEATON ACADEMY CATCHMENT AREA 
 

 


